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Abstract
The life cycle of product development and process innovation has been a subject of research
among the innovation scholars and industrial policy makers. While the theoretical perspective
of life cycle is found useful to narrate a technological and economic development process, it
also inspires scholars to pursue the exploration of convergence process of different
technological system and industrial agglomeration. In this paper, we present an evolutionary
perspective of how patent keyword clusters evolve at ,different phases of the technological
life cycle. We propose an approach to map the technological life cycle of herbal medicine
- sector and explore the evolving knowledge clusters of the major industrial agglomerations in
Malaysia. We perform mapping of knowledge cluster based on keywords found in the
extracted patent documents, portfolio and co-patenting analysis, cross correlation analysis
o~ patent classes and systematic assessment on the evolution of patenting network. For
traditional medicine industry, we observe evidence of convergence of modern
biotechnological methods with existing herbal medicine innovations resulting in the
strengthening of patent clusters and penetration of herbal medicine in novel niches. For
industrial agglomeration case, we found different convergence of innovations take place at
different part of industrial clusters in Malaysia. We will highlight the functional innovation
structure that is constructed based on the cooperation of three entities, university, public
research institute and firm for production, research and joint knowledge creation. The
evolutionary phases of development that we will articulate corresponds to the notions of how
publication and patent numbers grow in sequence; and we also perceive how evolution in
technological convergence relates to the technological life cycle.
Keywords: Convergence, U-I-G network, Evolution, Herbal Medicine, Industrial
agglomeration
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• Our concept of 'cycle' is largely derived from the work of Ulrich Schmoch (2001)
which tracked growth in certain metrica for S&T iIL.D.uiH to d•• crtbe the
relationahip between re.earch and innovation in Ip8CificHCton.
• Schmoch (2001) UVU.' that t.chnological innOfttion follow. a 'double boom'
cycl.; the ftnt attributed to a'sci.nc. push' ..,
• ..which is followed by a •• cond boom fu.lled by 'marbt pull' that iI.mainly
fOCUledin aPPlied resean::h for comm.rcial gain.
• T.chnological conv.rgenc. ("'0 known a. technology 'fuaion') h.. been identified
.. a unique non-linear, complementary, and cooperative .tep that blends
~ incremental technology improvement. from .eparat. technological diacipline. into
new product. that revolutionize market. (Kodama 2014).
• Th. purpo •• of this paper i. to de.cribe the accumulation of reHarch via network
mod.ls and develop a co-evolutionary perspective of how convergence relate. to
the cyclical technological prec ....
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INTRODUCTION
• Thi. paper utilize. a developed .earch .tringlkeywords to focus on the concept of
technological advancement through technologtcal converg,.nce and diacuaH' ee-
evolution~ry paUern. in technological convergence and accumulation
• Grupp (1998) argued lhat ecrenee-dnven market. are accompanied a. allttagel by
high .cientmc activity.
• Thi. ie" inOuenced by in.titution. wilhir\ the innovation sy.tem thai tranalate
scientitic research into technological innovation (Malerba 2002).
• It i. the activitiellnetworkl ·01 the acton that contribut. to the prcce .. of creative
accumulation that ultimately lead to the creation of a 'rirtuoUi cycl.' of
development.
CASES
• Herbal medicine eectcr
• Kuala Lumpur (Hub-and-Spoke di.trict)
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NETWORK MODELS
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PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
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Patent landscape In 1998
Patent landscape in 2012
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METHOD
• Publication (WoS)
• Patent. (all patent offic•• - filtered duplicate. and redundant clu.e.)
• Create tecfmologicallanwcape (DerwentlPatlnap) and identifying the common
koywordJ
• Perform pro.. correlation to model network structure
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Knowledte Ouster Mappln, of Patent In, Activities of Kuala •
Lumpur and CybefJaya •
SUMMARY
• Two ca.e. to inf?rm reader how converge innOVl.!ion may pOllibly lake place
• Typel of network Itructure in Ihe analysu
• How convergence relate. to the cyclical technological/development procel'
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WORK IN PROGRESS
• Model validation again., empirical data
• Search for network propertiel
• Technological dynamilm (e.g. energy. pOlt-Fuku.hima innovational v. different
districts (e.g. on Singapore and Hong Kong-po .. ibly .... teune indUitrial network n.
Taiwan-type "Mar.hallian" network)
• Putuer'. quadrant model for univenity management
•
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